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Copyright violation is also well known with the word â€œCopyright infringementâ€• which is a law breaking
offence these days. It is violation against the rules and regulations of copyright laws. Basically it
takes place when someone tries to harm the privacy of some otherâ€™s intellectual or creative property.

Most of the people think that copyright infringement includes only movies, videos and music but it is
misconception. However, Copyright Infringement includes all tasks which we do in our day to day
life. For example copyright of the design of doll can be violated if someone makes same designs of
a particular company and sell in the market with their own brand name. One more example from day
to day life is book. Copyright of book can also be violated if someone Xerox it and sell the Xeroxed
copies with their own name.

Whenever we go against the rules, punishment is best way to realize the people that it is a crime to
do. Similarly there are many punishments for copyright violation .Almost all the copyright
infringement issues are following up in high courts. In such cases the individual or company who
violate the copyright has to deposit some money as penalty and their company license also
cancelled if they repeat the violation in future. Here are some steps which should be followed so that
no organization can violate the copyright laws before registration of their domain name:

â€¢Before registration of your brand name go through the search that no other organization have
same name. Search the list of registered and pending request.

â€¢ Always try to choose such brand name that resemble with the company or organization business
and if you by chance trapped in the case of copyright infringement, then be ready with all registered
document which can prove that you are not a violator.

â€¢Keep in mind always opt for more than one brand name with unlike words and different lengthiness.

â€¢Never opt for same name which other organization already registered with.

Moreover, Internet made Copyright infringement easier as the tick of a computer mouse. Master or
original work is very difficult to protect but fortunately inventions in new technology has made the
chasing of violators very easy. But in order to secure your work you have to supervise it. The
owners of master copy should be aware about how to register and how to follow up the copyright
laws in order to preserve their values and ethics.
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